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Exposed Wave-Cut Platforms ESI = 2

Description
•Intertidal is flat rock bench of highly variable width
•Shoreline may e backed by steep scarp, low bluff, or rock cliffs
•May be beach of sand- to boulder-sized sediments at base of scarp
•Platform surface may be irregular with tide pools
•Small amounts of gravel or sand can be found in the tidal pools and crevices
•This habitat can support lush epibiota and rich tidal pool communities

Predicted Oil Behavior
•Oil will not adhere to rock platform but will be transported towards high-tide line
•Oil can penetrate in beach sediments, if present
•Persistence of oiled sediments is usually short-term except in lees or at very high tide 
line

Response Considerations
•Cleanup is usually not required
•If accessible, heavy oil accumulations and oiled debris can be removed from high tide 
line.



Salt- and Brackish-Water Marshes ESI = 10A

Description
•Contain salinity tolerant vegetation
•Width can vary greatly
•Sediments composed of organic-rich muds except in some instances 
(margins of barrier islands)
•Exposed areas are located along waterbodies with wide fetches and 
along busy waterways
•Sheltered areas are not exposed to significant wave activity
•Resident flora and fauna are abundance and utilized by birds, fish, and 
shellfish

Predicted Oil Behavior
•Oil adheres readily to intertidal vegetation
•The band of coating will vary widely through multiple tidal cycles and 
coat the entire area
•If vegetation thick, heavy oil coating will be restricted to outer fringe; 
lighter oils can penetrate deeper
•Medium to heavy oils do not readily adhere to or penetrate the fine 
sediments but can pool on surface or enter burrows and cavities
•Light oils can penetrate the top few centimeters and deeply into burrows 
and cavities

Response Considerations
•Under light oiling, best to let recover naturally; evaluate prior to cleanup
•Heavy accumulations of pooled oil can be removed by vacuum, 
sorbents, or low-pressure flushing – take care to prevent transporting oil 
to sensitive areas.
•Minimize vegetation damage
•Avoid mixing oil deeper into sediments by trampling, activities
•Cutting of oiled vegetation can be considered if sensitive resources at 
risk



•Improve ability to plan for and respond to oil spills in coastal Alaska

•Easy and quick access to more clearly described and coordinated information

•Quicker and more efficient response can lessen environmental impacts.   
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“Several anadromous streams are also in the general area. There have been two locations identified where 
measures can be taken to protect two known salmon streams in the immediate area.”

Data Integration/Visulaization
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Meanwhile…
more than 12 
hours later…



Training Sessions for 
Oil Spill Planning and Response



























































“Crosswalking”
ShoreZone and ESI 

Category SZ ESI
Energy X X
Morphology X X

cross-shore morph. X
Coastal biota X
Imagery X
Web Access X X
Atlas X

human resources X
environmental X

Oil Residence X X

















Macrocystis Habitat Mapping Studies – Range, Density, Associated Species, Genetics


